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2conversions to and from the electronic form. Such an approach allows thus the elimination ofthe \electronic bottleneck" of communications networks with electronic switching.It is widely accepted that the wavelength{division multiplexing (WDM) [10] approach pro-vides means to realize high{capacity networks, by partitioning the optical bandwidth into alarge number of channels whose speeds match those of the electronic transmission [6]. It allowsmultiple data streams to be transferred concurrently along the same optical �ber.The Optical Model. In general, a WDM optical network consists of routing nodes intercon-nected by point{to{point �ber-optic links, which can support a certain number of wavelengths.The same wavelength on two input ports cannot be routed to a same output port, due tothe electromagnetic interference. In this paper we consider switched networks with generalizedswitches based on accousto{optic �lters [9], as is done in [1, 3, 40]. In this kind of networks,signals for di�erent requests may travel on a same communication link into a node v (on di�er-ent wavelengths) and then exit v along di�erent links, keeping their original wavelength. Thusthe photonic switch can di�erentiate between several wavelengths coming along a communica-tion line and direct each of them to a di�erent output of the switch. The only constraint onthe solution is that no two paths in the network sharing the same optical link have the samewavelength assignment. In switched networks it is possible to \reuse wavelengths" [38], thusobtaining a drastic reduction on the number of required wavelengths with respect to switchlessnetworks [1].A switched optical network consists of interconnected nodes which can be terminals, swit-ches, or both. Terminals send and receive signals, and switches direct their input signals toone or more of the output links. Each link is bidirectional and actually consists of a pair ofunidirectional links [38].Some authors considered topologies with single undirected �ber links carrying undirectedpaths ([35, 1, 40, 3]). However, it has since become apparent that optical ampli�ers placed onthe �ber will be directed devices. Hence we model the optical network as a symmetric directedgraph G = (V (G); A(G)), where each arc represents a point{to{point unidirectional �ber-opticlink. A request consists of an ordered pair of nodes, and an instance of a set of requests. Asolution consists of settings for the switches in the network, and an assignment of wavelengthsto the requests, so that there is a directed path (dipath) between the nodes of each request,and that no arc will carry two di�erent signals on the same wavelength. For our purpose, awavelength will be an integer in the interval [1; w] for some positive integer w.The cost and feasibility of switching and ampli�cation devices depend on the number ofwavelengths they handle. One should be aware of the severe limitations that current opticaltechnologies impose on the amount of available wavelengths per �ber. While experimentalsystems report large number of up to 100 wavelengths per �ber [34] current state of the artmanufacturing processes restrict the number of wavelengths per �ber of commercial WDMmultiplexers to as low as 4 (Pirelli), 8 (Lucent Technologies), and up to 20 (IBM). Thus ouraim is to minimize the number w of wavelengths used in a solution. If this number required torealize an all{optical process in one round is greater than the available number of wavelengths,then several all{optical rounds are accomplished.We remark that optical switches do not modulate the wavelengths of the signals passingthrough them. If an intermediate node could change the wavelength on which a signal istransmitted, routing an instance using the minimumnumber of wavelengths would be equivalentto the integer multicommodity ow problem. Unfortunately, current or foreseeable technologiescannot implement such a photonic switch.While, in WDM technology a �ber link requires di�erent wavelengths for every transmission,SDM (space division multiplexing) technology allows parallel links for a single wavelength, atan additional cost. The two technologies are combined in practice to �nd an e�cient tradeo� between the two approaches. However, we focus our study on the directed WDM model.In fact, obtaining good bounds on the number of wavelengths provides additional evidence in



3favour of the WDM approach [30].The actual process of setting up switches and routes, and of assigning wavelengths, is doneusing an electronic backbone control network. We may wonder at the use of a relatively slowelectronic network to set up these high-speed connections. In fact, the major applications forsuch networks require connections that last for relatively long periods once set up. Thus theinitial overhead is acceptable as long as sustained throughput at high data rates is subsequentlyavailable.Content of the paper. In this paper we survey the main theoretical results in the area ofwavelength{routing in all{optical networks. To keep our overview as complete and current aspossible, we have included new results not yet published, some of them obtained by di�erentsubsets of authors of the present paper. We have also included several open problems andconjectures, which we hope will stimulate further research in the area.2 De�nitionsThere are several natural ways in which all{optical networks can be modeled. In this paper,we choose for the most part to model it as a symmetric digraph, that is a directed graph, withvertex set V (G) and arc set A(G), such that if � = (u; v) 2 A(G) then �0 = (v; u) 2 A(G).On the other hand, the de�nitions given below apply to any (symmetric or non-symmetric)digraphs, and in some cases we will make comments about general digraphs. We always denoteby N the number of vertices in G, that is N = jV (G)j. We also use the following notation:� P (x; y) denotes a dipath in G from the node x to y, that is a directed path which consistsof a set of consecutive arcs beginning in x and ending in y.� �(x; y) denotes the distance from x to y in G, that is the length of a shortest dipathP (x; y).� An algorithm will be said e�cient if it is deterministic and runs in polynomial time.Wavelength-routing problem� A request is an ordered pair of nodes (x; y) in G (corresponding to a message to be sentby x to y).� An instance I is a collection of requests. Note that a given request (x; y) can appear morethan once in an instance.� A routing R for an instance I in G is a set of dipaths R = fP (x; y) j (x; y) 2 Ig.� The conict graph associated to a routing R is the undirected graph (R;E) with vertexset R and such that two dipaths of R are adjacent if and only if they share an arc of G.� Let G be a digraph and I an instance. The problem (G; I) consists of �nding a routingR for the instance I and assigning each request (x; y) 2 I a wavelength, so that no twodipaths of R sharing an arc have the same wavelength. If we think of wavelengths ascolors, the problem (G; I) seeks a routing R and a vertex coloring of the conict graph(R;E), such that two adjacent vertices are colored di�erently. We denote by ~w(G; I;R)the chromatic number of (R;E), and by ~w(G; I) (or briey just ~w if there is no ambiguity)the smallest ~w(G; I;R) over all routings R. Thus ~w(G; I;R) is the minimum number ofwavelengths for a routing R and ~w(G; I) a minimumnumber of wavelengths of any routingfor (G; I).



4Remark 1 As explained in the introduction, early models of all{optical networks used undi-rected graphs, and many results are formulated in that context. In this `undirected' model, toconict means to share an edge. All the de�nitions for the directed case have natural analoguesin the undirected case. Note that we use the same notation G for two di�erent objects: anundirected graph or its induced symmetric digraph obtained by replacing each edge by twoopposite arcs. However, in what follows the di�erence will be made clear by the use of an arrowabove the parameters in the directed case.Remark 2 Any routing by undirected paths induces a routing by directed paths, and a coloringof the undirected paths is also a coloring of the directed paths, as two edge-disjoint paths willbecome arc-disjoint dipaths. Hence ~w(G; I) � w(G; I) for any problem (G; I) and every upperbound on w is an upper bound on ~w. At �rst glance one could think that w � 2~w. That is nottrue as shown by the case of the instance I = f(1; 2); (2; 3); (3; 1)g in the 3-star network G whereV (G) = f0; 1; 2; 3g and E(G) = ff0; 1g; f0; 2g; f0; 3gg. Indeed ~w(G; I) = 1 and w(G; I) = 3.Furthermore it is not hard to note that the ratio w=~w may be arbitrarily great: by consideringthe class of mesh-like networks given in [1], we can have for every natural number n, ~w = 1 andw = n.Special instances� The All{to{All instance is IA = f(x; y) j x 2 V (G); y 2 V (G); x 6= yg.� A One{to{All instance is a set of requests IO = f(x0; y) j y 2 V (G); y 6= x0g, wherex0 2 V (G). A One{to{Many instance is a subset of some instance IO.� A k-relation is an instance Ik in which each node is a source and a destination of no morethan k requests. Hence a permutation instance is a 1-relation and the instance IA is an(N � 1)-relation.3 A related parameter� Given a network G and a routing R for an instance I, the load of an arc � 2 A(G) in therouting R, denoted by ~�(G; I;R; �), is the number of dipaths of R containing �. The loadof G in the routing R (also called congestion), denoted by ~�(G; I;R), is the maximumload of any arc of G in the routing R, that is ~�(G; I;R) = max�2A(G) ~�(G; I;R; �).� The load of G for an instance I, denoted by ~�(G; I) or ~� if there is no ambiguity, is theminimum load of G in any routing R for I, that is ~�(G; I) = minR ~�(G; I;R). For theAll{to{All instance IA, ~�(G; IA) (respectively �(G; IA)) is called the arc forwarding index(resp. edge forwarding index, see [22, 41]) of G.The relevance of this parameter to our problem is shown by the following lemma:Lemma 3 ~w(G; I) � ~�(G; I) for any instance I in any network G.In other words, to solve a given problem (G; I) one has to use a number of wavelengths atleast equal to the maximum number of dipaths having to share an arc. The inequality can bestrict, as shown by Figure 1, analogous to an example from [30].



5s s ss,,,L L L � � �lllrr rr rr ����@ @ @ @ � � � � s@ @ @ @ (1; 3)@ @ @ @ - � � � �� @@@@� � � ��@@@@����	@ @ @ @����	 0 1 2 345 (4; 5) (0; 2) (4; 3)(0; 5)Figure 1: A routing for �ve requests in a tree and its associated conict graph.Indeed for this instance I in the tree G, the load is ~�(G; I) = 2 but ~w(G; I) = 3, since theconict graph is a pentagon which has chromatic number 3 and clique number 2.In general, minimizing the number of wavelengths is not the same problem as that of realizinga routing that minimizes the number of dipaths sharing a same arc. Indeed, our problem ismade much harder due to the further requirement of wavelengths assignment on the dipaths. Inorder to get equality in Lemma 3, one should �nd a routing R such that ~�(G; I;R) = ~�(G; I),for which the associated conict graph is ~�(G; I){vertex colorable.Question 4 Does there always exist a routing R such that ~�(G; I;R) = ~�(G; I) and at thesame time ~w(G; I;R) = ~w(G; I) ?Theorem 5 Determining ~�(G; I) for general problems (G; I) is NP{complete.Sketch of proof. We �rst observe that the determination of ~�(G; I) is equivalent to themulticommodity integral ow (MIF) directed problem with constant capacities. The theoremholds due to the fact that the (MIF) directed problem with two commodities and capacities allequal to one is shown to be NP{complete in [13]. 2For some special problems, the determination of ~�(G; I) can be e�ciently solved. That isobviously the case for trees, where we always have a unique routing. That is also the case ofthe One{to{Many instances where the problem can be reduced to a ow problem (in the graphobtained from G by considering the sender node as the source, giving a capacity ~� to each arcof G, and joining all the vertices of G to a sink t with arcs of capacity 1).Remark 6 We can de�ne analogously the load �(G; I) for an undirected graph and we canprove that ~�(G; I) � �(G; I) � 2~�(G; I). For One{to{Many instances I, one can also showthat ~�(G; I) = �(G; I).Question 7 Does the equality ~�(G; IA) = d�(G; IA)=2e always hold ?The following question was also asked in [22]:Question 8 What is the complexity of determining ~�(G; IA) ?Let the arc expansion �(G) of a directed graph G having N nodes be the minimum, overall subsets of nodes S � V (G) of size jSj � N=2, of the ratio of the number of arcs with originin S and destination outside of S, to the size of S. It follows from [41] that ~�(G; IA) � N2�(G).



64 Arbitrary Networks4.1 Arbitrary instancesFor a general network G and an arbitrary instance I, the problem of determining ~w(G; I) hasbeen proved to be NP{hard in [11]. In particular, in [11] it has been proved that determining~w(G; I) is NP{hard for trees and cycles. In [12] these results have been extended to binarytrees and meshes. NP{completeness results in the undirected model were known much earlier(actually, well before the advent of the WDM technology). In particular, in [17] it is proved thatthe problem of determining w(G; I) is NP{complete for trees. This result has been extendedin [11] to cycles, while in [12] it has been proved that the problem is e�ciently solvable forbounded degree trees.In view of this last result and of the NP{hardness of determining ~w(G; I) for binary trees, itmight seem that the problem of computing ~w(G; I) is harder than to compute w(G; I). This isnot true in general. For instance, the determination of w(G; I) remains NP{complete when Gis a star network, whereas ~w(G; I) can be e�ciently computed. Indeed, in the undirected modelthis problem corresponds to edge-coloring a multigraph [23], each node of which correspondsto a branch in the star network. In the directed case, the same problem becomes equivalent toedge-coloring a bipartite multigraph, e�ciently solvable by Hall's theorem.Let R be a routing for an instance I in a network G. Let L be the maximum length of itsdipaths and � the maximum degree of its conict graph. It is clear that � � L~�(G; I;R). Bya greedy coloring we know that (�+ 1) wavelengths are su�cient to solve the problem (G; I).Thus ~w = O(L~�) and similarly w = O(L�). A set of critical undirected problems reachingasymptotically this upper bounds has been given in mesh-like networks (see [1]). By adaptingtheir examples (orientating alternatively the vertical links up and down), we can obtain thesame result in (non symmetric) digraphs:Theorem 9 For every � and L, there exists a problem (G; I) such that ~�(G; I) = �, L =max(x;y)2I �(x; y) and ~w(G; I) = 
(�L).Question 10 Does Theorem 9 hold for symmetric digraphs ?4.2 Permutations and k-relationsBy deriving a lower bound on the number of links used in the worst case and an upper boundon the total number of links in the network, Pankaj [35, 36] obtained in his thesis some resultsin the undirected model that are easy to translate in the directed model:Theorem 11 For every symmetric digraph G of maximum degree �, there exists a worst casepermutation instance I1 such that ~w(G; I1) � blog� N2 c2� :Theorem 12 For every vertex transitive symmetric digraph G of diameter D and degree �,there exists a worst case permutation instance I1 such that~w(G; I1) � �D�� :



7In addition, Pankaj obtained the lower bound (minfk;N=2gblog� N2 c)=2� for a worst case k-relation Ik. In terms of growth rate, these results show that the necessary number of wavelengthsis 
( logN� log�) for a worst case permutation I1 and 
(N logN� log� ) for the All{to{All instance IA.In the undirected model, Raghavan and Upfal have shown in [40] an existential lower boundwhich relates the number of wavelengths and the edge expansion, by starting from the sameexample that we can �nd in [1]. In the same way that we have obtained Theorem 9, we obtainan existential lower bound for digraphs:Theorem 13 For every � � 1 and 1 � k � N , there exists a problem (G; Ik) for a k-relationIk in a digraph G with arc expansion �, such that~w(G; Ik) = 
(k=�2) :Question 14 Does Theorem 13 hold for symmetric digraphs ?In order to �nd a routing for an instance I in a network G, one has to choose a dipathfor each pair of nodes in I and use these dipaths concurrently. This corresponds to an integermulticommodity ow problem. By using the same arguments as in [3] for permutations, weobtain the following result in the directed model:Theorem 15 There is an e�cient algorithm to solve the problem (G; I) for every k-relationIk in any bounded degree network G, using at most O(k log2N=�2) wavelengths.Note that this result almost matches the 
(k=�2) existential lower bound of Theorem 13.We can also put ~w(G; I) in relation with the arc connectivity � of G. A digraph G has arcconnectivity � if the minimum number of arcs to remove in order to disconnect G is �. Usinga theorem by Shiloach [43], we can prove the following result:Theorem 16 There is an e�cient algorithm to solve the problem (G; I) for every instance Iin any symmetric digraph G with arc connectivity �, using at most l jIj� m wavelengths. Moreover,this bound is best possible for worst case instances.4.3 Other speci�c instancesThe following theorem gives the exact value of ~w(G; IO) for a worst case instance IO in variousclasses of important networks, namely themaximally arc connected digraphs, including the wideclass of vertex transitive digraphs. A digraph G is maximally arc connected if its minimumdegree is equal to its arc connectivity.Theorem 17 (Bermond et al. [8]). For a worst case One{to{All instance IO in a maximallyarc connected digraph G of minimum degree d(G),~w(G; IO) = ~�(G; IO) = &N � 1d(G) ' :In addition, an e�cient network ow based algorithm is given to solve the problem (G; I)with ~w(G; I) wavelengths, for any One{to{Many instance I in any network G. We have recentlygeneralized a part of the last theorem:Theorem 18 ~w(G; I) = ~�(G; I), for any One{to{Many instance I in any digraph G.We have been wondering about the following question:Question 19 Does the equality ~w(G; IA) = ~�(G; IA) hold for the All{to{All instance IA in everysymmetric digraph G?



85 Speci�c networks5.1 TreesThe case of trees is particularly interesting as many practical networks, e.g., in the telecom-munications industry, have a tree-like structure (see [30]). Let us consider �rst the case whenthe network G is a symmetric subdivided star, that is, when G is a symmetric tree with atmost one node with outdegree greater than 2. In this case, ~w(G; I) = ~�(G; I) for every instanceI. Actually, when G is a path this is equivalent to the fact that the chromatic number of aninterval graph is equal to the maximum size of its cliques. When G is a star this is equivalentto the fact that in a bipartite graph the edge chromatic index is equal to its maximum degree.When G is a subdivided star, we can combine these two approaches. It is not di�cult to observethat the converse also holds, i.e., when T is a symmetric tree other than a subdivided star,then there exists an instance I such that ~w(G; I) 6= ~�(G; I):Theorem 20 Let G be a symmetric tree. Then ~w(G; I) = ~�(G; I) for all instances I if andonly if G is a subdivided star.In fact, a tree other than a subdivided star is a subdivision of the graph shown in Figure 1,thus we can always choose requests such that the conict graph is a pentagon.Conjecture 21 (Mihail, Kaklamanis and Rao [30]). For every instance I in any tree G,~w(G; I) � 3~�(G; I)2 :Theorem 22 (Kaklamanis and Persiano [25]). There is an e�cient algorithm to solve theproblem (G; I) for every instance I in any tree G, using at most 5~�(G; I)=3 wavelengths.We now show that in a tree network there exist problems with arbitrarily great load ~�, suchthat the ratio ~w=~� is greater than 5=4. We start from the problem (G; I) shown in Figure 1.For every natural number n, let In denote the instance made of n copies of I (each request ofI is repeated n times). Coloring the conict graph associated to the problem (G; In) becomesthen a multicoloring problem for the pentagon, and from what is known about this problem(see [21]), we obtain:Theorem 23 For every � there exists a problem (G; I) in a tree G, such that ~�(G; I) � � and~w(G; I) � 5~�(G; I)=4.Question 24 Can the constant 5=4 of Theorem 23 be raised ?Note that Theorem 22 implies an approximation algorithm to solve the problem (G; I) ina symmetric tree G with at most 5~w(G; I)=3 wavelengths. For undirected graphs, there is abetter result:Theorem 25 (Erlebach and Jansen [11]). There is an e�cient algorithm to solve the problem(G; I) for any instance I in any tree network G, using at most b1:1w(G; I) + 0:8c wavelengths.



9In the case of subdivided stars above the problem of determining ~w can be e�ciently solved,since that is the case for the chromatic number of interval graphs and the chromatic index ofbipartite graphs.In the case of undirected trees G, Tarjan [44] and independently Raghavan and Upfal [40]proved that w(G; I) � 3�(G; I)=2, and this bound is achieved in the example of Remark 2.Edge-coloring of multigraphs is an NP{complete problem [23], and since each multigraph is theconict graph of some instance I on some star G, the computation of w in stars (and hencetrees) is NP{complete.Theorem 26 (Gargano, Hell and Perennes [16]). There is an e�cient algorithm to solvethe problem (G; IA) for the All{to{All instance IA in any tree G, using ~w(G; IA) = ~�(G; IA)wavelengths.In the undirected model, there are examples where the ratio w(G; IA)=�(G; IA) can tendasymptotically to 3=2. For instance, it is the case for the family of trees having three branchesof equal size.Question 27 Can the problem (G; IA) for any undirected tree G be e�ciently solved, usingexactly w(G; IA) wavelengths ?To our knowledge, the particular case of permutation instances in tree networks has notbeen studied in the literature. By adapting the example shown in Figure 1, it follows that wecan have ~w(G; I) = 3~�(G; I1)=2 for a permutation instance I1 in a tree network G.5.2 Rings, tori and meshesTheorem 28 (Frank et al. [14]). There is an linear time algorithm to �nd for every instanceI in any undirected ring network G a routing R for I, such that �(G; I;R) = �(G; I).Question 29 Does Theorem 28 also hold in the directed model ?A routing being �xed, the wavelength assignment becomes in both models a vertex colo-ring of circular arc graph, which in the general case is proved to be NP{complete in [15]. Asobserved earlier, also the general problem in both models of determining ~w or w is NP{hard forring networks (see [11]). Nevertheless there are some approximation results.Given a routing R for an instance I in a ring network G, Tucker [46] gave an e�cientalgorithm to solve the wavelengths assignment problem, using at most (2~�(G; I;R)� 1) wave-lengths. Combined with Theorem 28, this result gives an e�cient approximation algorithmof ratio two for the problem (G; I) in undirected ring networks G. Using the same idea asTucker, such approximation algorithms have been shown in the undirected model in [40] andin the directed model in [30]. In addition, Tucker showed examples with arbitrarily great ~�necessitating the use of (2~� � 1) wavelengths. For instance, it is the case for the �ve distinctrequests (x; x+ 2 mod 5) in the 5-ring network.The following result gives the �rst per-instance approximation algorithm for bounded di-mension meshes and it also holds in the directed model and for bounded dimension tori.Theorem 30 (Aumann and Rabani [3]). There is an e�cient algorithm to solve the pro-blem (G; I) for any instance I in any bounded dimension mesh network G, using at mostO(logN log jIjw(G; I)) wavelengths.Rabani [37] improved recently the previous approximation results obtained for the squaremeshes, although the hidden constants are huge:



10Theorem 31 (Rabani [37]). There is an e�cient algorithm to solve the problem (G; I)for every instance I in any square mesh network G, using at most poly(log logN):~w(G; I)wavelengths, where poly denotes a polynomial function.This result also holds in the directed model and it has been given in addition an e�cientalgorithm to determine w in square meshes with a constant approximation ratio.Theorem 32 (Bermond et al. [8]). For the All{to{All instance IA in the ring network G withN nodes, ~w(G; IA) = ~�(G; IA) = l12 jN24 km.The following theorem extends results from [2]:Theorem 33 (Beauquier [5]). For the All{to{All instance IA in the d-dimensional hypersquaretorus G with even side, ~w(G; IA) = ~�(G; IA) = N d+1d =8.5.3 HypercubesBy using a non-standard embedding of the Bene�s network and a variation on the classicalrouting algorithm, Aumann and Rabani [3] obtained a realization of any permutation in thehypercube with a constant number of wavelengths. This result obtained in the undirectedmodel also holds in the directed model. In comparison, the standard embedding of the Bene�snetwork in the hypercube may require to use 
(logN) wavelengths in the worst case.Theorem 34 (Aumann and Rabani [3]). For any permutation instance I1 in any multidimen-sional hypercube network G, the problem (G; I1) can be e�ciently solved with 16 wavelengths.For the All{to{All instance IA, the following theorem, independently found by Togni [45],generalizes a result obtained for hypercubes in [35], and independently in [8]:Theorem 35 (Beauquier [5]). For the All{to{All instance IA in any cartesian sum G of com-plete graphs, the problem (G; IA) can be e�ciently solved with ~w(G; IA) = ~�(G; IA) wavelengths.6 Final RemarksWe have surveyed the main theoretical results arising from wavelength{routing in all{opticalnetworks and posed several questions for future research. We want now just to point out somerecent work related in some way to the topic of this paper. For instance, in [32, 33, 26] thefollowing problem is considered: given a graph G, a number of colors and a collection of pathsP in G, color a maximum number of paths in P such that no two of them sharing an edge havethe same color. Of course, this problem coincides with ours for trees. When G is an orientedtree (each edge oriented in exactly one way), Monma and Wei [31] have proved that for anyinstance I, we have ~w(G; I) = ~�(G; I) and ~w(G; I) can be e�ciently computed.Another very important line of research is that of on{line routing in optical networks. Inthis scenario, requests can dynamically change and are given at di�erent times. We refer to [4]and references therein quoted for an account of this area.Finally, it is worth pointing out that the results presented are related to the problem ofdesigning logical topologies over a wavelength{routing optical network physical topology (see[39] and references therein quoted for an account of this area of research).
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